COVID-19 RESPONSE PROGRAM
August 2020 Update

As our 2019-2020 fiscal year was ending, the COVID-19 pandemic became
a major concern in Canada and negatively impacted the lives of alreadyvulnerable children, youth, and families involved in the child welfare
system. Thanks to our network of partners and donors, and our direct
contact with these populations, we are mobilizing to provide immediate
and critical support.
Many of these children, youth, and families have seen their already precarious situations become dire as
they are unable to access not only prevention and rehabilitation resources and other supports available to
them before the pandemic, but also lack access to some of their most basic needs.
The COVID-19 pandemic put the vulnerable populations we serve more deeply and urgently at risk
because of:

•

Sudden unemployment

•

•

Food and housing insecurity for many already
living at or below the poverty line

Heightened underlying mental health issues
stemming from childhood trauma for youth

•

For families, escalated substance abuse and
instances of domestic violence in homes
with kids

•

Deepened anxiety, loneliness, and fear
resulting from social isolation

Many were left feeling like they had reached their breaking point.

“When the pandemic broke out I was
extremely anxious and stressed about
my ability to work. I do not have a
family to help support me. This can have
significant impacts on an individual’s
mental and physical well-being, let alone
the ability to afford to live.”
– IDENTITY PROTECTED, former youth in care

With the help of our donors, Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada quickly organized the COVID-19
Response Program, creating two funds: the COVID-19 Support Fund for Former Youth in Care and the
COVID-19 Child & Family Support Fund. Since April 2020, we have provided grants to former youth
in care to help access basic necessities such as housing, food, and critical mental health support, and
families and children at risk with at-home educational activities, food vouchers, and other specific
emergency funding requests to help them access critical resources.

OUR COMMUNITY OF DONORS AND PARTNERS IS
FUELLING POSITIVE IMPACTS
We are grateful for the generosity of our community members who are
making contributions to our COVID-19 Response Program supporting
families, children, and youth in crisis by:

Donating

Fundraising

Raising Awareness

cafdn.org/donate-covid

cafdn.org/fundraiser-covid

Follow us on social @cafdn

As of August 1, 2020

Over $9 million* raised to support vulnerable
children, youth, and families during COVID-19.
Thank you to our COVID-19 donors.
$5 million +

$1 million – $4,999,999

The Rogers
Foundation
$250,000 – $499,999
The Slaight Family
Foundation

$100,000 – $249,999

Anonymous (2)
Balsam Foundation
Citi Foundation
La Fondation Emmanuelle
Gattuso
Dr. Susan Storey and
Julia Storey**
TELUS Friendly Future
Foundation

$50,000 – $99,999

Anonymous
The Azrieli Foundation
Frank Cowan Company
Medavie
* New cash and pledges

**

Simplii Financial
Spin Master
the we know foundation
TPC Toronto at Osprey
Valley in association with
the Humeniuk Foundation

$25,000 – $49,999

Cannonbury Foundation
Laidlaw Foundation
The Lawson Foundation
LesLois Shaw Charitable
Foundation
The Catherine and Maxwell
Meighen Foundation
PetSmart Charities of Canada
The Rossy Foundation
Stanley Black & Decker
Canada Inc.

The W. Garfield Weston
Foundation

$10,000 – $24,999

Anonymous (2)
Greenrock Charitable Trust
Mark Daniels and Andrea
Weissman-Daniels
Linda and Bob Goldberger
Aaron Zifkin

$5,000 – $9,999

Anonymous
Atlas Partners LP
BlackRock Asset
Management Canada Ltd.
The Canavan Family
Foundation
Richard and Darleen Falconer
Laura Humeniuk

James C. Johnson
The Robert G. Kearns
Foundation
Fred and Donna Leslie
Marg MacLean and
Dave McCann
Scotiabank Group
Dr. Jeremy Sturgeon
Julie and Scott Werry

$1,000 – $4,999

Anonymous (6)
Leigh Merlo and Bill Bamber
Belsher Family
Sheila Block
Martina Borchardt and
Family
CanadaHelps.org
John and Diane Gibson
Michael Keilhauer

David Leith and Jacqueline
Spayne
The Lindy Green Family
Charitable Foundation
Andrew and Jessica Maciel
Jane Marshall
Steve and Anita Marshall
Robin Pascoe and Rodney
Briggs
Ellen Powell
Norine Rose
Jim Shenkman and
Denise Zarn
Nazanin Tabei Rahbar
Toronto Life-Spring Christian
Fellowship
Townsend Family Foundation
Kathleen Wronski

** As part of a community matching campaign

About Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada | Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada is our country’s leading charity dedicated to improving the
lives of children and youth involved in the child welfare system. We raise and grant funds and deliver a wide range of high-impact programs and
services in partnership with 74 child- and youth-serving agencies across the country that support more than 19,300 vulnerable young people and
4,200 families annually.
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